A multiscale model of placental oxygen exchange: The effect of villous tree structure on exchange efficiency.
The placenta is critical to fetal health during pregnancy as it supplies oxygen and nutrients to maintain life. It has a complex structure, and alterations to this structure across spatial scales are associated with several pregnancy complications, including intrauterine growth restriction (IUGR). The relationship between placental structure and its efficiency as an oxygen exchanger is not well understood in normal or pathological pregnancies. Here we present a computational framework that predicts oxygen transport in the placenta which accounts for blood and oxygen transport in the space around a placental functional unit (the villous tree). The model includes the well-defined branching structure of the largest villous tree branches, as well as a smoothed representation of the small terminal villi that comprise the placenta's gas exchange interfaces. The model demonstrates that oxygen exchange is sensitive to villous tree geometry, including the villous branch length and volume, which are seen to change in IUGR. This is because, to be an efficient exchanger, the architecture of the villous tree must provide a balance between maximising the surface area available for exchange, and the opposing condition of allowing sufficient maternal blood flow to penetrate into the space surrounding the tree. The model also predicts an optimum oxygen exchange when the branch angle is 24 °, as villous branches and TBs are spread out sufficiently to channel maternal blood flow deep into the placental tissue for oxygen exchange without being shunted directly into the DVs. Without concurrent change in the branch length and angles, the model predicts that the number of branching generations has a small influence on oxygen exchange. The modelling framework is presented in 2D for simplicity but is extendible to 3D or to incorporate the high-resolution imaging data that is currently evolving to better quantify placental structure.